
88” x 88” 

Cutting & Assembly:

Pinwheel blocks:    (you will be making 42 of these blocks)
        • The cutting guide below reflects the blocks on the sample quilt.  
                See diagram for color pairs used. (You can also change them as you wish!)

From light pink prints:  
•  18683-17 (small floral)  -  Cut three (3)  4½ ” strips.  From these strips, cut twenty-four (24)  -  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares.
•  18685 -17 (gingham)  -   Cut three (3)  4½ ” strips.  From these strips, cut twenty-four (24)  -  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares.

From pink print:  
•  18684-22 (flower stitch)  -  Cut two (2)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut twelve (12) -  5”x 5” squares.
 
From yellow prints:  
•  18685-14 (gingham)  -  Cut three (3)  4½ ” strips.  From these strips, cut twenty-four (24)  -  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares.
•  18682-14 (trellis)  -  Cut three (3)  4½ ” strips.  From these strips, cut twenty-four (24)  -  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares.
 
From light green prints:  
•  18683-13 (small floral)  -  Cut three (3)  4½ ” strips.  From these strips, cut twenty-four (24)  -  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares.
•  18682-13 (trellis)  -  Cut two (2)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut twelve (12) -  5”x 5” squares.

From green print:  
•  18684-18 (flower stitch)  -   Cut two (2)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut twelve (12) -  5”x 5” squares.

From light blue prints:  
•  18683-12 (small floral)  -  Cut three (3)  4½ ” strips.  From these strips, cut twenty-four (24)  -  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares.
•  18684-16 (flower stitch)  -  Cut two (2)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut twelve (12) -  5”x 5” squares.   

From lilac prints:  
•  18680-15 (main floral)  -   Cut two (2)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut twelve (12) -  5”x 5” squares.
•  18683-15 (small floral)  -  Cut three (3)  4½ ” strips.  From these strips, cut twenty-four (24)  -  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares. 

From pebble prints:  
•  18680-16 (main floral)  -   Cut two (2)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut twelve (12) -  5”x 5” squares.
•  18682-16 (trellis)  -   Cut two (2)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut twelve (12) -  5”x 5” squares.

From backgrounds (linen white):  
•  18683-11 (small floral)  -   Cut six (6)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut forty-two (42) -  5”x 5 ” squares. *
•  18685-18 (gingham)  -   Cut six (6)  5” strips.  From these strips, cut forty-two (42) -  5”x 5 ” squares. *  **
               (* Mark a diagonal line on back of each background square.)
 (** Save the remaining strip for the 4½” squares for the 4-patch units.)

LP  -  light pink
P -     pink
Y  -   yellow
LG -  light green
G  -   green
B -    blue
L  -   lilac
PB -  pebble
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•   Following the color placement diagrams on page 1, to make a pinwheel block you will use two (2) 5” background     
     squares (you choose which one you want to pair with which colors), two (2) 5” color squares (for the inner pinwheel) , 
     and four (4)  4½” color squares (for the outer pinwheel).

(Each pinwheel color grouping is made six times - & directions will reflect this.)

For each of the seven color groupings for pinwheels:
1.  To make the quarter-square part of the pinwheel, take a background 5” square &
     a 5” square of the inside color on the pinwheel & place right sides together. 
     Sew ¼” away on each side of the drawn line (on the background square). 
     Cut along drawn line, & press seams to the color side of the square.
     (This will make two (2) half-square-triangle units.)

2.  Repeat to make twenty-four (24) half-square-triangle units.

3.   Square-up each half-square-triangle (HST) unit to measure 4½”x 4½”.   

4.   To complete the pinwheel triangle unit - take the coordinating color 4½” squares &
      mark a diagonal line on the back side. Place this coordinating color square, right sides 
      together onto one of the triangle units (above), as shown.  Sew along the drawn line.

5.   Trim seam ¼” away from the seam line, as shown.  (You can keep the trimmings to make 
      an additional pinwheels for a piilow cover or a fun design for your quilt back!)
      Press seams toward triangle side (with no seam).

6    Repeat to make 24 pinwheel triangle units (4 for each pinwheel block).

7.   To create the pinwheel block, take four of the pinwheel triangle units &
      sew together as shown. Press seams open.

8.   Repeat steps 1 - 7  to make the 42 pinwheel blocks. (You can use the color
      guide to make the same color blocks as used in the sample - or you can make
      them as you wish!)

(pinwheel blocks should measure 8½” x 8½”)

9.   To assemble the pinwheel center for the quilt, sew together 
      nine (9) of the pinwheels together as shown. (You can refer to 
      the photo for block color placement, if you wish.)  
      Press seams open.

(Quilt center should measure 24½”x 24½”)

Checkerboard Border
    4-patch units:  (you will be making 16 of these blocks)
   (These surround the pinwheel center)

Assorted color squares:
    •  Charm pack (18680PP)  trim 32 to 4½” x 4½”  -  (or 32  - 4½” assorted color squares cut from pinwheel fabric leftovers)

From background (off white):  
    •  18685-18 (gingham)  -   Cut three (3)  4½” strips.  From these strips & the remaining 5” strip, cut 32 -  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares. 

10.   To make each 4-patch unit, take two (2) color 4½ ”x 4½ ” squares & 
        two (2) background  4½ ”x 4½ ” squares, & sew together as shown. 
        Press seams (open or towards color squares - your preference). 

11.   Repeat to make a total of sixteen (16) -  4-patch units.

(4-patch units should measure 8½ ” x 8½ ”)
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